Optional

Accessories
SDL/Saddlebag
Double your carry-on capacity.
Designed as a place to put your jacket,
overcoat, tickets, magazines, snacks,
etc. Slip over the sliding handles. Black
400 denier material, strap handles,
removable shoulder strap, insignia, two
or three storage areas (depends on the
version), Velcro, and YK fasteners.

Soft Computer Bag
Fits inside the larger PC II wheeled
carryon, or it can be attached to the outside
with the accessory strap. A padded
shoulder strap is included. The ideal
solution for those times when you dont
want to roll your Porter Case. Use the
hard-side Porter Case to help transport
and protect your soft case.

Hook/Accessory Strap
Snap onto a "D" ring and attach another
case (computer, briefcase, etc.) to the
outside of your Porter Case when in
the tote position. The adjustable snap
buckle mechanism will hold another
case with a secure grip.

Suit Bag
Suitbag - a light weight tri-fold suitbag
made of 200 denier material with
embroidered logo on the outside wall and
breathable mesh material with zipper on
the inside wall. There is a wire frame that
helps you form the tri-fold shape needed
to help it fit into the lid of the full size
PC II Standard case.

PHPK/Soft Divider
System
Convoluted gray foam for the lid, 1/2"
HD foam sheet for the bottom. A cloth
covered HD foam outer ring 4.5" tall
with a Velcro strip on the outside to
grab the case walls, one large divider,
four medium dividers and ten small
dividers. All of the above are adjustable
with Velcro.
AV Kit/ ring, divider,
& foam
Generic interior that allows the case to
adapt to a variety of equipment. 1/2"
sheet of HD foam for the bottom, a
large outer cloth covered padded ring
with Velcro on the outside to grab the
case walls and 2 partial rows of Velcro
inside that adjusts the semi-rigid divider
as needed, plus a sheet of convoluted
foam for the lid.
Computer/ Insert
- padded ring & foam
Generic cloth covered padded ring that
allows the case to adapt to your
notebook or other equipment. The cloth
covered padded ring has Velcro on the
outside to grab the case plus several
blocks of medium density gray foam
to help give a snug fit to your
equipment.
FM/Foam System II Kit
Four layers of gray foam 1.25" thick cut to
fit the bottom of the case with a sheet of
convoluted gray foam for the lid. Generic
kit for most any application. Use a marking
pen to draw outline of items to be protected
and cut with electric carving knife, craft
knife, or scissors.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Computer Sleeve
2 sizes: A - 12" x 15" or B - 14" x 15"
Security pouch to help protect your
notebook computer, constructed of
neoprene style foam covered with 1400
denier cloth, a webbed finger loop on one
end and a velcro webbed security flap on
the open end, and an embroidered logo.
72" EXT/Tie Down Strap
72" long black 1" wide webbing strap
has a nickel plated snap shackle on one
end and was designed as a tie down strap
for luggage stacked on top of your Porter
Case.
NSPD/Non Skid Pad
Three 12" X 12" sheets composed of a
waffled rubberized non skid material,
designed to lay on top of your Porter
Case and in between the layers of other
luggage when it is in the cart position.
Material will help prevent hard sided
cases stacked on top from sliding around.
PDH/Top Handle Pad
Designed for Porter Cases sold prior to
June 1998. Handle pad, if added, provides
comfort.
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